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stillnessinthestorm.com 

 According to 2 sources 
  
  

Heart Attack Gun (HAG) is a weapon that was revealed in 1975 at a hearing of a 
committee led by Frank Church. At the hearing, Church showed off the CIA 's heart 
attack gun, which was a modified Colt 1911. The gun is electrically powered by a 
battery and fires an extremely small bullet of ice with frozen shellfish toxin in the centre. 

Heart Attack Gun | The Conspiracy Wiki | Fandom 

conspiracy.fandom.com 
The 1975 probe into the CIA lasted nine months, and the heart attack gun, a 
modified Colt 1911, the weapon used to fire the dart, was mentioned. READ Remember 
The Maine, To Hell With Spain! It’s not just legends that are born this way, this is the 
stuff of dreams for conspiracy theorists! CIA confirms heart attack gun 

  
  
  

Former CIA employee discusses the 
  

“Heart Attack’ Assassination Gun”  
  

made public 1975 (Deborah, All accurate. Breitbart murdered by shellfish toxin 
combo? His 2012 heart attack death at age 43, during a late night stroll near his 

LA home, was claimed to have been induced by the HAAG. No proof of course as 
any resultant autopsy finds nothing but plain old heart attack residue-and 
dealing with CONoners goes nowhere. Needless, to say, many have been 

murdered over the years prior to the Brietbart speculation. When you read how 
many enemies he made.........Bob) 

https://analienmind.wordpress.com/2012/03/02/andrew-breitbart-assassinated  
  

“Heart Attack’ Assassination Gun”  
  

made public 1975 

 

https://youtu.be/cT5bMld564c 



NEWER TECH NOW.  
======== 

  
  

What I've found in the refugee forced/planned exodus is a policy goal that is 
now coming into view.  Home owners or even renters are required in these 
policies to allow unhoused people to move into spare bedrooms. While this 
sounds like a solution to displaced people there's a long ago scheme to force 

increased housing occupancy.  Always keep in mind the refugee "planned" crisis 
has goals beyond the chaos, loss, shock, family separations, emotional stresses, 

loss of personal possessions and so much more.  Unused space in existing housing 
will be monitored for required room sharing.  Housing families in a single 

bedroom is not new. Many many countries and families have been forced to 
double and triple up in smaller spaces in order to survive all the limitations and 
high cost of living.  This has been a plan. These families are unknowingly forced 
into life changes they would not have agreed to.  Deborah - StopTheCrime.net.  
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Everything you will hear in the video below HAS already 
HAPPENED - to MANY of US 

 
 https://rumble.com/vxl0ly-not-like-they-didnt-tell-us-they-would-chip-us-
all....html 
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